BOARD REPORT FOR AUGUST
August Grounds 2018 70 hours for the month (Tuesday Friday hours)
Friday 8/3/18 8 hours
Mark, Bob and Lee spent the morning in the Nature Park blowing and weeding. Checking on
irrigation
Tuesday 8/7/18 8 hours
Bob and Lee put up a sign and sprayed some weeds. HD repaired an irrigation leak in Perry Park
and Weed Busters sprayed some weeds.
Friday 8/10/18
Rain out
Tuesday 8/14/18 8 hours
Ron, Lee, Bob and I. I actually cut the tall stuff yesterday afternoon when no body was on the trail
with the big mower. We weed trimmed the trail and along the wall on Wolf Run (again!) And I
used the DR for most of the pig weed on the north end of the park. Friday if we can we will move
another saguaro that Stephanie wants to get rid of, ground should be soft due to the rain.
8/17/18 8 hours
Thought I would send a long a picture of our new cactus and bench.
Larry Smith has rejoined us! Stephanie Walter's asked if we wanted another saguaro. So Friday
Bob, Lee, Larry and I moved it from her house to our planting area off of Rio Fuerte. We also
received a new bench from the Barton's they donated it for our small nature trail we have been
working on. While they were preparing the hole and placing the bench I cleaned up the weeds
with the DR by the dumpster.
8/21-24 16 hours
Irrigation checks and weed whacking
8/28 14 hours
Ron mowed, Mark, Bob and Lee weed whacked in the Nature Park. Larry and Jim checked
Irrigation.
8/31/18 8 hours
Bob, Larry, Lee and Jim spent the morning trimming weeds and Lee used the DR on the pig weed
behind Wolf Run. More work to do.

